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New Arrivals
As a vivid traveler, I can’t help but dream about all the unexplored places around the Mediterranean. Traveling has
always been an inspiring odyssey of discovery and growth,
core philosophies of Octaevo. On every journey, we enrich
our senses with new flavours and ideas, infusing them into
our products.
While I mostly stayed in Barcelona this year, wandering the
quiet streets have tought me an important lesson; one can
have meaningful moments of discovery while also staying
local. The best journeys are always measured in moments,
not in miles.
I often browse these days through my notebooks, collected
objects and drawings from previous trips. They transport me
immediately to that busy bazaar in Tangier or that exciting
sailing trip with friends around the Balearic Islands. A famous
quote says that a good traveller is one who knows to travel
with his mind. I couldn´t agree more.
Considering all these notions, the new collection celebrates
travel without traveling. From sending a greeting card to a
loved one across the globe, or simply letting your thoughts
wander while lighting our locally made candles, our new
products are all about bringing a bit of inspirational
comfort to you.
Marcel Baer
Founder & Creative Director

SH I N E BRIGHT

TEMPLO CANDLE
SCULP TURE S
These artisanal candles are inspired by imaginary
objects from the altars of ancient mythology. The transient
nature of the hand poured wax combined with the relic
sculpture create an art piece that melts as a performance,
transforming slowly over time.
The eclectic palette of shapes in soft colours make a
statement of their own. Cluster them together to form
a chic ensemble on your dining room table or mantle.
Your home is a temple.

Size: ø 9 cm x H 9,5 cm
Material: Unscented paraffin wax with
natrual lead-free cotton wick
Burning time: Up to 60 hours
Locally crafted by artisans
Presented in a gift box with gold stamping

IVORY OTC1-20
PALE ROSE OTC2-20
ASH GREEN OTC4-20
PALE LILAC OTC3-20
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COMBINE WITH
JANUS & AP OLLO MATCHE S
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JANUS MATCHES
(DOUBLE SIDED)
OMBJA-18

APOLLO MATCHES
(DOUBLE SIDED)
OMABAP-18
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TH E PERFECT GI FT

MULTI-USE CLIP
GREETING CARDS
Bring a touch of personality to
your stationery repertoire. Our cards are crafted
from the finest paper featuring carefully
embellished and playful motifs with a unique surprise a golden multi-use metal clip.
The clip is cleverly incorporated into the design
of the card and can be used as an eye-catching
bookmark, to organise papers, or simply to add
a touch of style to your planner or journal.
Perfect for thank-you’s, invitations, or to simply
show you care. There’s bound to be an OCTAEVO card
to suit every correspondence style.
Card size: 11 x 15 cm
Metal clip size: Aprox. 4.5 x 4 cm
Material: Heavy weight card with envelope,
blank inside for your own message
Multi-use clip: Galvanized stainless steel
KISS CARD OGCLI-20
PLANET CARD OGCSA-20
EYE CARD OGCEY-20
SUN CARD OGCSU-20
COCKTAIL CARD OGCLE-20
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SUN CARD

COCKTAIL CARD

BIRD CARD

PLANET CARD

AIRMAIL CARD

OGCSU-20

OGCLE-20

OGCBI-20

OGCSA-20

OGCEN-20
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FLOWER CARD

CANDY CARD

EYE CARD

KISS CARD

HEART CARD

OGCFL-20

OGCCA-20

OGCEY-20

OGCLI-20

OGCHA-20

CHRISTMAS COLLECTION

CHRISTMAS HEART CARD

CHRISTMAS STAR CARD

OGXHE-20

OGXST-20
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CHRISTMAS FLOWER CARD

CHRISTMAS BIRD CARD

OGXFL-20

OGXBI-20

LI M ITED EDITION

JAIME HAYON
COLLABORATION
We are excited to present our latest collaboration
with internationally renowned and award-winning
Spanish designer Jaime Hayon.
Adorned with Hayon’s characteristic line illustrations,
the paper vases come in our signature shades
white and blue with bold strokes in gold. As we always
find great inspiration in ancient mythology, Hayon’s face
drawings match perfectly with our obsession with
Greek and Roman gods. The result is a superb
symbiosis of both traditions.
Size: 265 x 290 mm
Material: Water resistant paper
Print: Offset with gold foil stamping
Embellishment: Laminated and sewn by hand
VASAGE 1 (white) OPVJH1-20
VASAGE 2 (blue) OPVJH2-20
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VASAGE 1
OPVJH1-20

VASAGE 2
OPVJH2-20
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